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QoS and QoE Management in UMTS Cellular SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
This comprehensive volume provides state-of-the art guidance on Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of end-user Experience (QoE) management in UMTS cellular systems, tackling planning, provisioning, monitoring and optimisation issues in a single accessible resource. In addition, a detailed discussion is provided on service applications, QoS...
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Synthetic Metal Containing PolymersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
The development of the field of synthetic metal-containing polymers - where metal atoms form an integral part of the main chain or side group structure of a polymer - aims to create new materials which combine the processability of organic polymers with the physical or chemical characteristics associated with the metallic element or complex. This...
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High-Speed Networking: A Systematic Approach to High-Bandwidth Low-Latency CommunicationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"Building networks with high performance demanded by today's applications requires a complete understanding of the basic principles and latest techniques. This book is the definitive guide to both."-Lyman Chapin
   
   High-speed networking is the essential enabler of modern sophisticated distributed computing applications. This...
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Level Sets and Extrema of Random Processes and FieldsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Level Sets and Extrema of Random Processes and Fields discusses how to understand the properties of the level sets of paths as well as how to compute the probability distribution of its extremal values, which are two general classes of problems that arise in the study of random processes and fields and in related applications. This book...
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The Doctor in the Victorian NovelAshgate, 2009
With the character of the doctor as her subject, Tabitha Sparks follows the decline of the marriage plot in the Victorian novel. As Victorians came to terms with the scientific revolution in medicine of the mid-to-late nineteenth century, the novel's progressive distance from the conventions of the marriage plot can be indexed through a rising...
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Flash Mobile: Developing Android and iOS Applications (Visualizing the Web)Focal Press, 2011

	Change: It’s what we expect from technology, from the PC to
	the web, through to HD TV. But nothing has been as disruptive
	as the change the iPhone and Android phones have brought.
	For the first time the power of a computer will fit in your hand,
	you are always connected to the Internet, and these devices are
	loaded with...
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The Basics of Information Security: Understanding the Fundamentals of InfoSec in Theory and PracticeSyngress Publishing, 2011

	Boring, boring, boring. Isn’t this what immediately comes to mind when one
	sees books on foundational concepts of information security? Monotonous
	coverage of theory, dry details of history, brief yet inadequate coverage of every
	topic known to man, even though you know that you’ll never be hired by the
	NSA as a...
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Multimedia Systems: Algorithms, Standards, and Industry PracticesCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	Multimedia is now a broad “umbrella” that innovatively combines different fields of
	research and industry to produce practical solutions that are used on a wide scale
	today. Some of these fields are signal processing, imaging and color science, video and
	audio analysis, 2D/3D graphics, information theory, compression,...
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Pro Windows Phone App Development (Professional Apress)Apress, 2011


	Windows Phone, updated in Windows Phone 7.5, presents an exciting opportunity for developers to

	build and monetize mobile applications. It represents a major new investment into mobile computing

	by Microsoft, and in many ways is a major break from the past. To build applications for Windows

	Phone, it is important to understand its...
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Basic Geotechnical Earthquake EngineeringNew Age Publications, 2007

	This title features subject matter that is organised logically to make it easy and interesting for the students. Emphasis has been given on the basics of geotechnical earthquake engineering. Home work problems have been given at the end of each chapter to test the understanding of concepts given in the chapter. At the end of appropriate...
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Topgrading, 3rd Edition: The Proven Hiring and Promoting Method That Turbocharges Company PerformancePortfolio Hardcover, 2012

	“BRAD HELPED US DEVELOP THE TOOLS TO PICK A-PLAYER LEADERS AT GE.” —JACK WELCH 






	Great companies, large and small, rise or fall because of their talent; the more high performers on your team, the more successful your organization will be. Of course, that’s easier said than done. Research...
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3D Game Engine Design: A Practical Approach to Real-Time Computer GraphicsCRC Press, 2006

	The first edition of 3D Game Engine Design was an international bestseller that sold over 17,000 copies and became an industry standard. In the six years since that book was published, graphics hardware has evolved enormously. Hardware can now be directly controlled through techniques such as shader programming, which...
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